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MULTI-NATIONAL GREED THREATENS
CARDIFF BEAUTY SPOT
BEFORE: The idyllic Llanishen Reservoir once had public access. For generations Cardiff residents enjoyed this:

Tranquillity

The reservoir embankments are a
Site of Special Scientific Interest
for their spectacular array of
grassland fungi.
Llanishen Sailing Centre is one of the foremost sail training
centres in Wales

AFTER: The Philadelphia Power and Light Company or Western
Power /WPD as they are known in the UK have barriered off the reservoir.
If you go to Llanishen Reservoir now this is what will greet you:
Full Story Page 4
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Message from Your Madam & Challenge Walks

A message from your Madam
Even though 2008 has arrived amidst pretty dire weather conditions, I am delighted to say, we
have had an enthusiastic turn out for the majority of Sunday walks. Thank you all very much for
showing willing.
When trying to decide exactly what to waffle on about in my second ‘Message from Your
Madam‘, I took a good look at what the group has been up to during the first few months of the
year and indeed will be for the months ahead as well.
As I pondered this issue, I realized that we were picking up on a definite if un-intentional theme:
ancient history and mystery places. I think all this hocus pocus may have started when a certain
well known sage by the name of Kevin Ham paid a visit to the town of Salem, Massachusetts.
Salem is remembered for the infamous witch trials that where held there in 1692 when twenty
men and women were accused of witchcraft and put to death.
During his visit, Kevin’s loyal thoughts turned to Madam Chair, who he decided, must have a gift
from this, the capital of American myth and mystery. “Ha”, he thought. A boot sticker for her little
red KA, proclaiming, “My other car’s a broom”. It will make people think twice before cutting her
up on Cardiff’s busy roads.
Since receiving this wondrous gift, the COG program of activity has taken on a strange air. This started on a dark and chilly evening in mid
January when Gary King came along to Chapter and gave us a talk on how he had encountered the formation of one of the largest crop circles
ever recorded. Then, the following month a party of brave soles found themselves on top of the Garth perusing its two prominent Bronze Age
grave mounds. But the biggest mystery surrounding this particular spot is not its tumuli, but the often asked question, Is the Garth a hill or a
mountain. Apparently , if you take into account the larger of the two tumuli that graces the Garth, it measures up as a mountain. But if as a purist
you refuse to take into account the 4000 year old grave mound and simply discard it as a man made structure the Garth is diminished to the
status of a hill.
In mid March, Julian introduced us to a lost world by making arrangements for a Tuesday evening visit to view the remains of a Mediaeval trading vessel. This archaeological wonder was discovered during excavation work for Newport’s new arts centre. Who know what spirits haunt this
once sturdy sea-going craft that was lost to the mud’s of the Usk so many years ago . But on the subject of spirits, not to be outdone Katherine
T. has managed to secure a visit to Gwyn-y-Ddraig Cyder and Perry company. Hear we will have the opportunity to taste the products. (Well,
maybe it isn’t exactly spirits, but its pretty strong stuff anyway.)
As we progress through the year, our early and late Bank Holidays weekends have their fair share of fascination. The group’s first May weekend
away will be at Alfriston and the South Downs. This area is steeped in folk lore and memories of Saxon invaders. If we are lucky, we may also
spot the long man of Wilmington, a 230ft chalk figure who is thought to be the largest representation of the human figure in Western Europe.
Alfriston also boasts the Clergy House, which was the first building to be acquired by the National Trust. But returning to the theme of otherworldliness Jane O. has managed to beat me into a cocked hat with her late May Bank Holiday visit to Boscastle.
Surrounded by Cornwall’s Arthurian legacy not to mention some of the most stunning scenery in Britain, Boscastle’s newly refurbished youth
hostel is actually located within a short stroll of The internationally renowned Museum of witchcraft. Well done Jane, I’ll look forward to that one.
Well folks, If you are fans of the weird and wonderful or just enjoy walking, we have a varied and enjoyable program for the Summer months.
So come along and enjoy yourselves. And as usual, please feel free to put your own walks, events and ideas forward. Appropriate names and
phone numbers can be found on the COG by-monthly programs.

Sian.
CHALLENGE WALKS
Apr-5—Radnor Ramble –25/16 Miles he Radnor Ramble returns, by popular demand! Circular route from Knighton
Community Centre, through border hill country.Entry: in advance £8. Incl hot/cold drinks & home made cakes at Cps,
snack at finish. SAE to Mike Gammon, Jacob's Cottage, Rhos-y-Meirch, KNIGHTON LD7 1PE
Apr 26 - Black Mountains Roundabout - 25 miles, 6790ft Ascent . A tough mountains walk. Entry: in advance up to
Apr 12,£6; on the day £10, if places available. Incl drinks & biscs at 2 Cps, certificate to all finishers; showers, hot
drinks & biscuits at finish. Send SAE to: Martyn Rogers, 122 Stow Hill, Newport, Gwent, NP20 4GA. Tel. 01633 257632
or download entry from http://walk.to/nogs.
May 10—Walk-in Caerphilly—26 or 15 miles. From Parc Penallta near Ystrad Mynach. Going thro the spectacular
valleys of Caerphilly thro farmland, woodland & across open moorland, with weather permitting, fantastic views towards the Brecon Beacons, over Cardiff Bay & across the Bristol Channel to Somerset & N Devon. Start 26ml 6.00am,
15ml 7.30am. Entry £5, no entries on day. Contact Rural Developments Officer, Countryside & Landscape Services,
Unit 5, Woodfieldside Business Park, Penamen Road, Pontllanfraith, Blackwood. NP12 2DG.
May 19 - Big Black Mountains Challenge - 43, 7,16 kms - From Llanthony Abbey, event covers a total of 15 mountains over 660m. Send SAE
to: Big Black Mountains Challenge, Longtown Mountain Rescue, PO Box 36, Monmouth, NP7 5YZ or download from www.longtownmrt.org.uk.
June 7 - Elenydd Hostels Fundraising Walk - 5 or 15 miles see www.elenydd-hostels.co.uk/ for details.
Jun 14 - Gower Gallop - 30, 20, 12.5 miles - From Pennard Sports Pavilion, Swansea GR SS 553882. The routes explore the Gower Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty & include hill, farmland & coastal walking. Entry £5 (£6 on day) concession £3.50 inc cert & light refreshments at two
Cp & tea & cakes at finish. Entrants will need to navigate their own routes between Cps.Contact: Gower Gallop Address: c/o 35 Huntingdon
Way, Sketty, Swansea, SA2 9HN Telephone: 01792 296219 Web Site: http://www.swanseaoutdoorgroup.org.uk
June 21—Across Wales Walk—42/26/16/6 miles 42ml west to east across Wales. Walkers gather in Newtown to catch a 03.00 bus to the
start at Glandyfi. Entry: 42ml £31; 26ml £26; 16ml £21; 6ml £12. Juniors £5 (no U13s on 42ml route). Incl b'fast, lunch, tea plus water & fruit at 7
other Cps, bus transport,, cert to finishers. Entry form on website or with SAE to Event Secretary, PO Box 98, NEWTOWN SY16 2WU
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Photo Montage

Chinese New Year Meal

Christmas
Curry

10th Feb—Rudry Ridgeway Walk

24th Feb—Castell Coch and the Garth

9th March—Llandegfedd Reservoir
Photos by Bob Neville
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Llanishen Reservoir

Multinational Corporation Tries, Tries, Tries & Tries Again to Destroy Cardiff Beauty Spot!
The Story So Far.
As featured in the last newsletter, COG unanimously supported a motion urging WPD and their Chief Executive, Robert Symons, to “…. drop
they're misguided development campaign forthwith and ensure that the reservoirs are protected for future generations to enjoy." As a consequence a letter has been sent to both WPD and PPL asking them to reconsider this unnecessary piece of urban vandalism.
Western Power Distribution (WPD), the electricity company owned by the American multinational Pennsylvania Power and Light Corporation, also
owns Llanishen Reservoir. Llanishen Reservoir has been a matchless stretch of open countryside within the city. Plans were first suggested in
2001 by WPD to drain the Llanishen reservoir and cover the site in housing leaving and reducing the adjacent Lisvane reservoir to become a
pond. The Reservoir Action Group (RAG) was formed in December 2001 by Cardiff residents opposed to this piece of corporate greed.
The aims of RAG are:
1. To oppose any building development on Llanishen and Lisvane Reservoirs and the open land surrounding them and to campaign
against any application for planning permission on this land.
2.
To campaign for the area to be given legally protected status and enhanced as a part of the Nant Fawr Green Corridor, so that it can
be passed down as a heritage to future generations.
The reservoirs and their surroundings are an area of outstanding nature conservation importance. Lisvane reservoir is a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) designated in 1972. Llanishen reservoir is also home to one of Wales' leading Sailing Schools which enjoys an international reputation.
RAG have endured many battles with the multinational since 2001. WPD have so far submitted four planning applications, all essentially the same
scheme, and all have been rejected by the planning authorities. Presumably they hope RAG will eventually tire of the fight.
WPD have run a relentless campaign to desecrate the site of the reservoirs:
2005 - Remove public access to Llanishen reservoir and put up a steel fence around the majority of the reservoir perimeter that would not disgrace a concentration camp. The beautiful vista is now reduced to a view through ugly prison bars. It is difficult to understand what WPD hope to
gain by this desecration. It makes no sense on health and safety grounds, as the northern end of the reservoir is still open to public access.
2006 – WPD begin draining the reservoir.
2006 - The house on the reservoir embankment known as Keeper's Cottage, close to the Rhyd-y-Penau road entrance, burned down on the
night of Christmas Eve in mysterious circumstances. The blaze was spotted around 3 am but unfortunately the emergency services had difficulty
reaching the site, because of the locked bollards in the access lane. By the time the fire was put out, the house had been gutted. Coincidently, it
is was almost exactly two years since the adjacent building, which was the Headquarters of the Cardiff Reservoirs Fly Fishing Club, also burned
down as a result of arson.
2007 - Western Power engaged contractors to demolish the buildings at the south east corner of Llanishen reservoir. Although only Keeper's
Cottage was damaged by the fire, Western Power have taken the opportunity to remove the adjacent toilet block and storage building. Thus there
are no buildings left by the Rhyd-y-Penau entrance, which is very convenient for Western Power as this is exactly where they want to put their
access road if the proposed housing development goes ahead!
Despite this RAG have had some notable successes:
In 2005 the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) recognised the importance of the embankments of Llanishen and Lisvane reservoir for grassland fungi by notifying them as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
An application to designate the Nant Fawr meadows as a Village Green under the Commons Registration Act 1965 is currently ongoing. This
would be a major step in the campaign to preserve the reservoirs.
RAG are also developing an alternative vision – “Our nineteenth century forefathers created a one-and-a-half mile park from Penylan Road to
Llandennis Road. At a cost of £63,000 at 1894 prices, facilities include football and cricket pitches, tennis courts and bowling greens, botanic gardens, a boating lake, and a wild garden were established in a compact suburban strip, catering for every conceivable recreational desire for the
citizens of the day.
We to continue this imaginative tradition by securing for future generations the threatened area to the north, enhancing not destroying what nature
has provided in abundance and adding minimal man-made features. In short, we plan to create a country park from the Llandennis Oval along the
Nant Fawr, embracing both reservoirs and continuing along the Nant Ty Draw to the M4 and on to Caerphilly Mountain.
This, together with Roath Park, would provide a patchwork of changing scenes from the heart of the city to the northern foothills. Four miles of
woodlands, meadows, lakes, sports fields, and tranquil paths would be integrated into a harmonious pattern of human activities by careful planning, sensitive design and public participation. And the promotion of wildlife and their habitats would be the centrepiece in and around the the
reservoirs.” – Reservoir Action Group
If you think a Country Park would be a better use for the reservoirs, please let Cardiff County Council know. Please write to the Cabinet Member
for Community Planning and Neighbourhood Renewal: Cllr. Phil. Robinson, County Hall, Cardiff, CF10 4UW.

!!STOP PRESS!!: Western Power's fourth planning application to build 324 houses and flats on the site of Llanishen reservoir is due to go to another planning inquiry in May 2008. Western Power who have appealed to the planning inspectorate for ‘non-determination’ of their application by the Cardiff Council
Planning Committee. The Council Planning Committee met to consider the application in October 2007, and decided they would have rejected the application
on eight separate grounds. Western Power are now trying to get the Planning Inspectorate to overturn the decision made by the Council, and the wishes of the
local community. It is therefore important for local people who oppose the despoilation of this local beauty-spot to write to the Planning Inspector and express
their views. He has indicated that he is prepared to accept letters up until 15th April 2008. Write to: The Planning Inspectorate, Welsh Assembly,
Crown Buildings, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3NQ or email: wales@planning-inspectorate.gsi.gov.uk For further details see the Reservoir Action Group website: http://www.llanishenrag.com/

Business needs a lifting purpose greater than the struggle of materialism. - Herbert Hoover
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The Usk Walks—From Source to Sea

The Usk Odyssey Begins
In late January, five intrepid COGGers trekked the trackless wastes of the
Carmarthen Fans to find the source of the River Usk.
This was the start of a planned series of walks, tracing Wales's longest
river from its source to the mouth near Newport. Much of the way will
make use of the Usk Valley Walk, which currently runs from Brecon to
Caerleon. We won't get there for several years, but part 1 took us from a
spring on the flanks of Fan Foel most of the way to the Usk Reservoir.
At the time of writing, Part two, which will be a walk around the Usk Reservoir hasn't yet been scheduled, but it is hoped that it will be combined
with a weekend in late Summer at Cardiff Outdoor Group's adopted hostel: Llanddeusant.
The walk to find the source of the river and then follow it down stream afforded some fantastic views of the Western Beacons and the surrounding
area. The terrain will change dramatically as the river wends its way
through the mountains and then the more gentle lowland valleys, but all of
it will provide fine and varied walking, often
with spectacular views.
Watch the program for details of the next
walk.
Julian Langston

Source
of the
Usk

NEW
Enjoy an evening meal at the Mediterraneo Restaurant on Penarth’s sundrenched Esplanade. Table booked for 8pm. The restaurant is next door to
the yacht club & parking is available just up the hill from the esplanade.
Meet 7.30pm for drinks at the Chandlers Wine Bar on the esplanade.
“With terrific sea views and superb seafood Mediterraneo’s is quite a catch.”
South Wales Echo, 29/04/2006
Contact Katherine T on 029 20881572 by 16th May to book at place.

Previous events have included:
x BBQ
x White Water Rafting
x Walks
x Horse Riding
x Weekends Away
x Theatre Trips
x Meals Out
x Orienteering
x Caving
x Cycling
x Rock Climbing
x Kayaking
x Gliding
x European City Breaks
x Mountaineering
x Backpacking
x Cultural Nights
x Conservation

Ideas Evening
The list on the left are just
some of the events COG have
organised over the years. Basically if you’ve got an idea
for an event bring it along to
the ‘Ideas Evening’. The only
limit is your imagination!

The Ideas Evening will be
at the
Three Arches Pub, Heath,
on 6th May
(after the tennis ).
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S e a K a ya k i n g C o a s t a l T r a i n i n g C o u r s e & C C W N ew s

News From Countryside Council for Wales
Barrage path on the way

Do you prefer
13+ miles walks?

Some COG members sometimes get
frustrated at the shortage of ‘proper’
walks on the programme. To address
this some of us will be meeting (see below) to sort out an itinerary of 13+ mile
walks for the coming months so there’ll
be at least one longer walk a month.
If you’d like to lead a longer walk, or
have a suggestion for a walk then we’d
like to see you!
Organisers: Steve B./Chris L.

An exciting new route around Cardiff Bay and over the Cardiff Bay Barrage
is one of the flagship schemes being developed under the Coastal Access
Improvement Project. An exciting new route around Cardiff Bay and over the
Cardiff Bay Barrage is one of the flagship schemes being developed under
the Coastal Access Improvement Project.
As most local authorities are working on proposals to take advantage of new
financial support being administered by CCW on behalf of the Assembly, the
Access to the Waterfront project is already underway in the capital city. Cardiff Harbour Authority has been seeking the necessary permissions and
agreements with landowners and hopes that the section between the barrage and the inner harbour can be opened in the spring of next year.
The new path will form an essential section of the circular route for cyclists
and walkers – including people with disabilities – and will allow them to cross
the mouth of the Bay from the Penarth end to the popular Mermaid Quay. A
new cycle and foot bridge will need to be built over a lock and the route will
be linked to the wider foot and cycle paths in the city and beyond, including
strategic networks like the Taff and Ely River Trails.
When a path was opened across the barrage during a festival in 2005, more
than 12,500 people used it. The new route will provide easier and safer access to the Bay, will offer new health and leisure resources and help several
local Communities First areas. Eventually the barrage path will form part of
the All-Wales Coastal Path.

Otter spotted at city centre redevelopment site
When: 8pm Friday, 11th April
Where: The Gatekeeper (Upstairs),
Westgate Street

An otter has been spotted meters away from one of Newport city centre’s
redevelopment sites.
Paul Gallagher, a Landscape Architect for Newport City Council, spotted the
otter while carrying out routine assessment work at Newport’s new Riverside
Park. Fortunately, he had a video camera to record the moment, the footage
of which is now available on YouTube -

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5Ax5t8abu4 Paul said: “It was fitting to see the otter on the site as the park is being designed with a specific
emphasis on protecting otter habitat.”The River Usk is one of Wales’ most important habitats for otter. On-going conservation work has been carried out along the river, aimed at protecting these rare and secretive creatures. This work has included monitoring the otter population every six
years, carrying out regular surveys through wildlife groups and volunteers and building otter holts and passes.

Sea Kayaking Coastal Touring Course
I am planning a trip in late June 2008 with The National Kayak School who
are based in Aberfeldy in Scotland.
The trip is a Sea Kayaking Coastal Touring Course to be held in the Arisaig
area on the West Coast of Scotland. If you are interested in taking part I
still have a number of spaces available.
The probable itinerary will be something like as follows:
Meet in afternoon/evening of Saturday 21 June 2008 finish on the afternoon
Friday 27th June 2008
a) Start at Glenuig on the West Coast. (there is bunk house, camp site, b&b
and a pub)
b) Travel up the West Coast via Arisaig. (possibly staying at a remote bothy on the end of a peninsular near here)
c) Then move up the coast visiting the famous White Sands of Morar.
d) On up the coast to the small fishing port of Mallaig. - shops, cafe, hotels etc.
e) Then up into Loch Nevis to Inverie (location of the most remote pub in the u.k.) shop, small bunkhouse/shower etc.
f) Back to Malaig to finish.
The booking will be direct with the school who will provide all the specialist Kayaking equipment needed plus an instructor to look after everyone.
Accommodation will be mostly camping (or bunk houses) at official camp sites or wild camping at remote locations above beaches, plus we may
be making use of some coastal bothies if available. There will be the occasional stop to re-supply on food and drink (and maybe to take a shower if
available)
I'm still working on the costs as it depends a little on the numbers who take part. If you are interested contact me for details:- e-mail
(cjames@cardiff.gov.uk) phone my Work No. (029) 20 78 8042 during the day or my Home No. in the evening (01443) 217537

Chris James
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Weekends Away
Early May BH—Alfriston,
South Downs 2nd to 5th May
Nestling in the South Downs, Alfriston Youth Hostel is an original 16th century
house overlooking The Cuckmead Valley and is within easy reach of the costal path that runs between The Seven Sisters and Beachy Head. Alfriston is a
small, unspoilt traditional East Sussex town which boasts no shortage of interesting shops, restaurants, pubs and tea rooms.

lly
!!Fu d!!
e
Book

Throughout the weekend I am planning on leading two or three walks that will
take in breathtaking scenery as well as a few of the many places of interest in
East Sussex.

If you do not wish to come along on all the planned walks, why not have a day
out at one of Sussex's famous seaside resorts of Brighton, Eastbourne or
Hastings. Or visit a few of the sights of interest that are dotted around this
area such as Michelham Priory, The Old Clergy House and Pevensey Castle.
If you are feeling sociable, you could even visit The Long Man of Wilmington.
For the transport buffs amongst us, we are within reasonable distance of the famous Primrose Line. Or if you fancy a little diversity in your day
out,why not visit the Bentley Wildlife Collection and Motor Museum. As usual, I will arrange a Saturday evening group meal in one of Alfriston's
pubs or restaurants for those who wish to join me.
The total cost for three nights accommodation at Alfriston Youth Hostel is £47.85. (Meals are available at this hostel). Further details from Sian
Davies, tel. 01446 719647

Late May Bank Holiday in Boscastle, Cornwall
23rd to 26th May
Bookings are now open for this weekend. We'll be staying in the recently
renovated 4Î hostel in this pretty Cornish village - with Tintagel within striking distance. Lots of coastal walking planned or you could join us and do your
own thing on this wonderful bit of coast. Total cost for the hostel for the 3
nights is £53.85 per person. To book your place please send a cheque
(payable to COG) to Jane at the address below - or to find out more contact
her on 029 20402571 email jane_ormrod@btinternet.com
Hostel Info: “Boscastle sits in a deep sided valley on the rugged North Cornish coast. A flash flood in 2004 severely damaged this National Trust owned
harbour side building but it's now open and better than ever. It's an ideal spot
to sit and watch this pretty, bustling fishing village come to life during the day
and return to a sleepier pace in the evenings. You'll find excellent surfing and
sailing and miles of coastal footpaths to explore. Boscastle boasts some
great pubs offering quality Cornish fare!

Late August Bank Holiday in Kings YH, Snowdonia
22nd to 25th August
A weekend in the region of Cader Idris, staying at the former country house, Kings
Youth Hostel near Dolgellau at the southern end of the Snowdonia National Park. I will
be planning 2 walks, Cader Idris and walking from Barmouth along the Mawdach Valley Estuary whose low tide sands and woodlands are a haven for wildlife and migrant
waders. The cost of the weekend is £41.85 for 3 nights, I will require the full amount by
the 16th June. For more details, please call Charles on 01633 856403.

October Weekend in Liverpool,
European Capital of Culture 2008
A weekend in planned for October to the European City of Culture 2008, Liverpool. Being named European Capital of Culture 2008 was arguably the
greatest day in Liverpool's recent history.But what is beyond argument is that
4 June 2003 changed Liverpool. At a stroke, national and international perceptions changed and the image of the city improved. Already, 2008 is the
rocket fuel that is propelling Liverpool's economy, and solid foundations have
now been laid for its ongoing transformation into a world-class city. Liverpool
is already well known around the world for maritime heritage, architecture,
music, literature, the arts and sport. The Capital of Culture title will place the
city firmly on the global map. Nearly two million extra visitors are expected to attend the many world-class festivals and events that will take
place. Now, alongside its proud past, Liverpool has a bright future as a modern, cosmopolitan and premier European city with a world-beating
reputation. Further details on the trip will be announced later in the year.
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Caving & Cycling News

Caving News
Dan yr Ogof flood rescue
It began raining late morning last Saturday. For the Llamas in the fields
below the cave it was just another Welsh spring day. Unfortunately for
Joel Corrigan and Richard Frost, who had just gone into Dan yr Ogof a
little earlier it was going to be anything but just another Danny caving
trip. By late afternoon the road down from Penwyllt was awash, and it
kept going all night . . .
They were trapped in an area of the cave that is known to flood occasionally but had access to a rescue cache of food, warm clothing, a
stove and candles all kept in the caves. Luckily by mid-morning on Sunday the rain stopped and the sun came out. By 7 that evening the lakes
had gone down just enough, and the guys came out under their own
steam after 30 hours underground. A small scale rescue (by Welsh standards) largely because there was nothing to be done but man the
phones, send the divers in and wait for the water to recede.

West Brecon Cave Rescue Team Incidents 1980-2002

Gary Mitchell, of the West Brecon Cave Rescue team, said "The guys have come out in really good spirits which is great, so it was a fantastic team
effort." The dry area the caverswere trapped in is two miles from the end of the National Showcaves Centre for Wales. A team of about 15, including medical experts, from the West Brecon Cave Rescue team were at the scene of the caves in the Brecon Beacons. The cave complex at Danyr-Ogof, in the upper Swansea Valley, stretches for more than 10 miles underneath the hills.

Virtual Tour of Ogof Ffynon Ddu

South Wales Caving Club Headquarters and caving hut is a converted terrace of 10 small cottages at
Penwyllt. Penwyllt is in the upper Swansea Valley, on the southern edge of the Black Mountain. One
of South Wales’ most impressive cave systems lies more-or-less under the cavers HQ—Ogof Ffynon
Ddu! Now Peter Collings Wells of SWCC has created a virtual tour of this amazing cave system. You
can see it on-line at http://ogof.net/
There are many amazing sights to discover: Rivers, thundering waterfalls, climbs and traverses, huge
passages and beautiful formations. Get exploring! Click on any picture to start, or read about the exploration history , see a map and get some advice for your virtual journey! As featured on BBC
News . . This is a huge system, and you can explore OFD l (in the valley), or OFD ll and lll (at the top
of the hill), or try to do the deepest through trip in the UK !
From the South Wales Caving Club Website—http://www.swcc.org.uk/caving/caves/ofd.php

Cycling News from the CCC
Bute Park New Entrance—Cardiff Cycling Campaign Objects
The planned new cross-over for cars and lorries into Bute Park ruptures the North Rd cycleway at the Corbett road junction. Some of us are opposed to the whole project for taking lorries into the Park via this new entrance. However we recognise that the entrance would be valuable for
cyclists to and from Corbett Road onto the present cycleway and into the Park. Cyclists should object to the current design of the entrance, because:
# it gives all priority to vehicles - it's wrong for lorries waiting to exit onto North Road to block our cycleway, while the hazards of vehicles crossing
from Corbett Rd have not been considered (will they take the green traffic light as license to ignore us?).
# the North Rd car park is ruptured (bollards at sides of access road) leaving little vehicle turning space at the ends - the vehicles will trespass on
the cycleway with consequent hazard
# there are no road-design features to facilitate cyclists to and from Corbett Rd - ie. advanced box and feed-in lane from Corbett Rd; central reservoir and advanced box ahead of southbound cars into Corbett Rd.
The highways officers have been concerned only about vehicle turning movements, giving no thought to cyclists. Cardiff's Cycling Strategy
promises "cycle audits of all proposed Council Highway schemes" and refers to the non-motorised user standards (DMRB) that the Cycling Campaign demanded during consultation. But even with such importance for cyclists, this promise has just been ignored. The layout design came out
last week - can be viewed at City Hall ref. 07/02649/C .
Do e-mail<Developmentcontrol@cardiff.gov.uk> ref. 07/02649/C, saying there should be proper planning for cyclists and audit as in the Cycling
Strategy policy, if you wish including some above points.
Max Wallis
PS. There is a Petition against the damage to the Park and further information on http://www.thepetitionsite.com/petition/258751882

The Lon Las Cycle Challenge 2008!
Take on the ultimate cycling challenge in Wales - the Lon Las Cymru!
From 15th-20th April cyclists will be riding 254 miles from Holyhead to Cardiff in a spectacular 6-day challenge to raise money for children in
Wales who have cerebral palsy. A challenge not for the faint hearted, cyclists will cross three distinct mountain ranges, but the rewards are more
than worth it. This challenge is open to anyone over the age of 18 years and all participants must have a good level of fitness.
For more information please contact Jess Evans, 029 20522600 or e-mail, fundraising@bobathwales.org
The above is from the Cardiff Cycle Campaign NEW website, http://www.cardiffcyclingcampaign.org.uk/
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Backpacking

Steve’s Big Sack
When T S Eliot
wrote “April is
the
cruellest
month” he was
surely expressing his frustration at having to
work and not
being able to
backpack constantly. And who can blame him? The sun’s getting warmer, there are cooling breezes, the days
stretch out and fluffy things are waking from hibernation.

Wookey Hole and all sorts of shenanigans in
between. This is a really good area for walking and I don’t know why we haven’t backpacked here before. Probably we’ll have/did
have (by the time you get this) a fab time.

Looking deeper into the COG crystal ball, on
the May Day bank holiday we celebrate 10
years of COG backpacking with a trip to one of
Wales’ iconic mountains – Plynlimon. Again, I
haven’t sorted out the details yet but there will
definitely be one wild camp in this remote
area. This backpack will probably come into
the “tough” category but with lots of daylight
we’ll have plenty of time to do the distances. If
But before we salivate over coming events, let’s you’re interested let me know as soon as poscast an eye over COG’s most recent backpack. It sible and I’ll get details to you. The best way
was the weekend of 8th to 10th February and you of contact is by e-mail on:
stevemay remember that Saturday was a scorcher. bees13@yahoo.co.uk. By the way, one of my
very best memories of COGpackBarely a breeze, clear skies and
ing is from the first trip 10 years
sunshine meant that spring had
ago when Chris L tried walking
come early for COG’s adventurous
….How can
souls (Roger G, Mark B, new boy
people eat their carefully over a farmyard’s worth
of dried manure and went in up to
Chris C, and me). After a quick stop
scones
with
a
his knees (like snow, it was only
in a café in Crickhowell we headed
towards Llanbedr then went up Crug clear concience? dry & crusty on the surface).
Mawr and followed the “Beacons
It was really good having Chris C
Way” to Llanthony – sadly, too late
to watch the rugby but in plenty of time to put our on the recent backpack and he must have had
tents up before darkness fell. In a break with tra- a good time because he wants to come again.
dition we went to the Half Moon (rather than the As usual, if you’re interested in trying backPriory Hotel) for food – very recommended. Then packing for the first time, please contact me
there was some star-spotting, courtesy of Roger, and we can sort something out for you. You
before heading into our sleeping bags. Admit- won’t know how good it is until you try it. And
tedly, it was a tad chilly at night, with condensa- as well as the beautiful surroundings, sense of
tion on the inside of the tents freezing. Sunday well-being and good health you’ll also feel
had more fine weather and a relatively easy, smug knowing that it’s a relatively environmenthough long, walk down to Cwmyoy before return- tally-friendly way to travel. Besides leaving no
ing to Llangattock via Llanbedr and Crickhowell. traces of our passing, I reckon the COGpackers must get more miles under their pack belts
And now to the future. Although by the time you per gram of carbon than anyone else in the
read this the next backpack is probably all in the Group. Imagine spending an hour or more in
past. It’s the weekend of Friday 4th to Sunday 6th the car to get somewhere then walking 5 or 6
April and is in the relatively civilised environs of paltry miles before spending the rest of the
the Mendips. Being a crazy, off-the-cuff kinda time in a tea shop… How can people eat
guy, I haven’t arranged it yet but it will probably their scones with a clean conscience?
be Friday night at Cheddar, Saturday night at
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Ty’n Cornel & Dolgoch - Plans for 2008
By Marilyn Barrack of the EWT
A momentous year is behind us - perhaps something of a roller coaster liberally
laced with hope and doubt. However, the acquisition of Dolgoch (yes, the Trust
is now the legal owner) and completion of the lease of Ty'n Cornel ensured a
triumphant ending to 2007.
The New Year will no doubt bring new challenges - another hostel to run and
maintain for starters, not to mention urgent refurbishment. However, if the enthusiasm and support of the old year is sustained there is no reason why there
should not be cause for further celebration in the years ahead.

Ty’n CornelYH

Ty'n Cornel
One thousand one hundred and twenty three (1123) bednights for the year,
substantially exceeding even our ever optimistic hostel manager's prediction.
What perhaps gives greatest satisfaction is that, through the co-operation and
hard work of all concerned, the hostel has been successfully managed by the
Trust for a full year.
Pearl Chalk's dedicated work in applying for grants has resulted in the Big Lottery's offshoot 'Awards for All Wales' making the Trust an award of £3433 for
work to be carried out at Ty'n Cornel. This will include the installation of fire
doors and a fire alarm system, an electric water heater and a UV water treatment system. It is hoped to complete the work prior to the Easter holiday period.
A presentation cheque will be handed over by local MP Mark Williams at a small
ceremony at Ty'n Cornel on Saturday 2nd February.
It is encouraging too to know that the effort put into improving the hostel is being
noticed and approved by hostellers. Our trustee Steve Griffith, a keen cyclist
and chairman of the Rough Stuff Fellowship, encourages friends and fellow
cyclists to visit when he does a wardening stint at the hostel. Comments made
to him such as "far more cared for and cosy", "great to see the character of the
place retained" and "a great place to return to after a day on the hills" must
mean the Trust is getting things right.
Dolgoch

Dolgoch YH

The Trust's ownership of Dolgoch is likely to provide us with some of 2008's
more exacting tasks but, until the result of the grant application referred to in the previous newsletter is known, there is little to report. Thanks to a
David Davies working party, a start has been made on improving the track to the hostel. It is hoped to install new gas lighting on the ground floor
before Easter, partly paid for by a sum the YHA agreed to contribute at the time of sale. A representative from the Centre for Alternative Technology at Machynlleth has inspected and will be making recommendations for future improvements, with the 'green aspect' of such work to the forefront.
A new year, and time to try to work out a new programme of working parties for Tyncornel. We achieved a lot last year - the hostel is a lot smarter
and drier than it was this time last year. Our efforts are now being complemented by professionals on the bigger jobs - work is in progress on the
chimney, gable end, sewerage, fire doors, and new fire alarm, water heater, and filter, with the help of a small grant that Pearl won for us. But
there are also lots of jobs that we can and should do ourselves during the year.
The list will inevitably grow during the year, but my current list includes:
Internal redecoration; Outdoor painting: we did most of this last year, but we didn't do all the masonry paint at the rear, and there are still one or
two windows. The front wall probably needs repainting too, besides some refixing of coping stones.; Repairs to pointing of the front elevation. The bits we did last year have certainly helped, but we will need to keep on with this until we manage to get someone to re-point the whole
front properly. Under some weather conditions, water still penetrates the porch despite the new felt - I think this is a flashing problem; provide
chains to secure gas cylinders in place.; transfer the coal and firewood from the "hovel" into the basement of the new shed. It's dangerous getting
down to the hovel in winter when the ground is slippery. We only started using the hovel when the shed was unavailable after the fire last January, and its roof leaks and there's no door so the fuel gets wet; repairs and repainting of the outside picnic tables and seats. Arthur did some good
work last year, need to follow it up.; Fill in the old redundant manhole just at the foot of the steps. Glyn Mason may do some of this with rubble
from the gable end; Keep an eye on the soil banks and retaining walls around the hostel. Need to proceed carefully here - digging can make
things worse if we're not careful. ; New gate into the camping area - the existing stile is a bit of a nuisance for frequent access, and it's one more
thing to fall over.
Our volunteer ranks now include at least one bricklayer, so they may be interested in taking on more ambitious jobs if they have time. But let's
tackle some easier jobs while we work out whether we can do more.
As for dates, existing commitments & opportunities are:
Sat April 19th
Trust AGM (at Tregaron hall) and launch ceremony for Dolgoch hostel (at Dolgoch). This will be a good chance to meet other
people; I hope to do some minor jobs at Tyncornel on Sunday 20th if anyone else is interested.
Sat 7 June

Sponsored walk at Dolgoch

Opportunity to do minor jobs on the Sunday.

Week of 28 June to 6 July: Janet and I will be wardening at Tyncornel for the week, and anyone who would like to join us to do some jobs will be
welcome. Last year, Lynn and Owen Rook and David Lukes came for part of the week and we got a lot done.
Looking forward to hearing from you, and indeed to working with you in the peaceful setting of Tyncornel!
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COG Tents

COG Tents

Some Members may not be aware but COG have three tents available for use on group activities or personal use. The condition of
the tents had not been checked for some time so Julian Langston
commissioned COG’s own tent expert Roger Gimblett to carry out
an appraisal.
“SURVEYORS

REPORT" on COG Tents

Tent 1: 1/ Protech TX

A lightweight semi geo tent
Observations: In good order. Very easy to put up. NB I have marked the tent
sleeve with instructions on how to erect the tent in case a complete camping novice
uses it. Only disadvantagenotes relatively cramped for a two man tent.
Recommendations: That this be seen as the first choice of tent for high level and or exposed positions eg high level Three Peak Checkpoint. Or
that the tent be held in reserve for quick response shelter for Three Peaks Event. However group has an emergency shelter that is used for such
situations.

Tent 2: Jack Wolkskin
Observations: A generally harder tent to put up single handed. Likely to take longer to erect. A struggle to put up in an exposed site. Condition
good.
Recommendations: Recommend this is not used for high level sites.

Tent 3: Lichfield
Observations: A tent with traditional and now out of date construction- poles large and heavy. Difficult to erect without instructions. NB one of two
mounting clips seem to be missing off main horizontal pole. I would judge from this that the tent could only be part erected if at all. There is a 15cm
tear in the inner. This would leave occupants prone to night invasions from insects. earwigs - seem to find any opening in a tent an invitation to
overnight.
Recommendations: Scrap tent. I think that anyone would struggle tohave a good camp withthis and it would cetainly put off someone new to
camping.
This completes my survey. My charges remain as always a pint of real ale at a suitable venue sometime in 08. For and behalf of Mssrs Gimblett &
Gimblett—Camping Surveyors

HOW TO BUY A TENT—ARTICLE FROM ‘Trail‘ MAGAZINE
DESIGN: Tents come in all different designs and shapes. Geodesic designs are the most stable as the poles cross one another making them
ideal for camping in winter or on mountains. Tunnel design s are lower in
weight and are quite spacious so they’re the best for backpacking where
weight is the priority but they are not so stable. Domes are very spacious
but not as stable as geodesic design, so they are ideal for valley use.
HEADROOM: To be sure you can sit up inside the tent, get a friend to
measure your height when sitting and then compare this to the maximum
internal height in the specification. Even better, you could try the tent for
size in the shop!
PITCHING: Inner-pitched-first designs save weight and tend to be more
stable as the inner and outer contribute to stability. Outer-pitched-first
designs are better if pitching in the rainas you can put the outer up, get
inside, strip off your wet gear and then put up the inner in the dry. When
striking (taking down) the tent you can do the reverse—pack the inner
away and get your waterproofs on before hauling down the outer in the
rain and packing it away. Tents may alos be described as ‘quick erect’ or
‘easy-to-pitch’. Ask for a demonstration so you can see for yourself.

GROUNDSHEET: The groundsheet is the part you lie on inside the inner
tent. In modern tents it is usually sewn in and seam-sealed to prevent it
from leaking. The best groundsheets rise up the side of the inner like the
sides of a bath tub.
INNER TENT: You sleep inside the inner tent so it needs to be dry and
spacious. There must be a gap between the inner and the flysheet so
that the condensation on the underside of the flysheet doesn’t soak into
the inner tent. If the inner and outer touch, avoid the tent as the inner will
get very wet from condensation. Single skin tents are very lightweight
but as they do not have a separate inner tent the occupants run the risk
of coming into contact with condensation on the inside of the flysheet.
Tents that allow you to leave the inner in place when you strike camp will
be quicker and easier to pitch.

PEGS: Most tents come with fairly lightweight wire skewer-type pegs
which are fine for general use. But more durable pegs are available for
different types of terrain and these can be purchased separately if
needed. There are 3 types. Take a selection of all three so that you can
use the most appropriate one for your main guy lines. The spare ones
FLYSHEET FABRICS: The big choice is between nylon and polyester. can be used to secure secondary guys around the tent.
Nylon is best for small tents where weight is important. Polyester is best ‘U’ shaped pegs give greater surface area need in sand and snow.
for large tents where dimensional stability is important. Both fabrics have ‘X’ shaped quality plastic pegs do well in mountain ground where you will
good UV reistance, but generally the heavier the fabric the longer it will encounter moraine, thin soil and often saturated conditions.
last. Lightweight nylons are often treated with UV inhibitors to boost performance. Nylon tends to be more expensive than polyester, which is ‘SKEWER’ suitable for turf or woodland pitches.
If you can’t get a tent peg in all the way tie off near the ground with a
why polyester is sometimes used for smaller tents instead of nylon.
DOORS: The external doors allow entry to the porch and the inner tent. clove hitch to reduce the leaverage of the force from the guy line.
But they also provide ventilation and act as a windbreak and a canopy WEIGHT: Size and material quality affect the weight of the tent. When
when cooking. Ideally all zips should have double pullers so that the top backpacking the tent spends most of the day in your rucksack so the
weight is very important. But if you camp in the valley from the back of
or bottom of the door can be opened.
GUY LINES: A set of cords are usually provided to help hold the tent the car you can let the car take the strain.
stable in high winds. Some tent designs need fewer guide lines than PACKED SIZE: Be warned that just because a tent comes vacuum
packed into a tiny stuffsack it does not mean that it will pack into the
others as stability can also be controlled by careful use of the poles.
POLES:Poles give the tent shape and stability, and some tents feature same stuffsack when the tent is wet and your hands are cold. So try unpoles that are permanently sewn in place. Most tents have alloy poles packing and repacking a tent before you buy it.
with shock cords down the middle that allow them to be easily folded and MIDGE NETS: Midge nets should be fitted to the outside of the inner
opened. Hollow glass fibre poles will snap more easily than alloy ones, tent doors so that you can open the door for ventilation without opening
the midge net which would allow midges in.
especially in cold weather and they are 2.5 times heavier than alloy.
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The Newport Ship—15th Century Merchant Ship Saved After Over 400 Years in the Mud!
On March 18th COG had a visit to the storage centre of this historic vessel.
In the summer of 2002 the well preserved remains of a mediaeval ship were discovered during excavation works for new Arts Centre on the banks of the River Usk in central Newport. A campaign was immediately launched which enabled 95% of the ship to be recovered despite the early threat to abandon the
timbers. The initial protest had a constant 24/7 roadside vigil and a 10,000 signature petition was influential in persuading Newport City Council and the Wales National Assembly to fund its full recovery. However one important section, the stern, could not be recovered. The stern section holds the clues to the
design and shape of the vessel and its means of steering. Equally important is the possibility that important artefacts might have been recovered that would help shed light on the navigation systems used by
these early sailors.
A total cost of preservation of £30 million has been suggested but nevertheless it’s believed Newport can
reap immeasurable tourism and economic benefits. Grants to continue to fund this are being sort from
various organisations.

The tanks that store the timbers.

It is one of the most complete examples of a ship believed to have been built circa 1465. Artefacts and
remnants of clothing found by archaeologists show that the ship was trading with Spain and Portugal during the late 1400s. Finds recovered from within the vessel include 15th century coins, Portuguese pottery,
large lumps of cork, stone cannon balls and engraved brass straps.
Initially dubbed "the Welsh Mary Rose", the Newport Ship has been described as a cross between a caravel and a Viking longship. It is estimated to have been in the region of 25 metres in length and, unusually,
the hull remains largely intact. Tree-ring evidence dates its timbers to the winter of 1465/6.
Unique in northern Europe, the Newport Ship is the only extant example of a merchantman of this period.
It is in an excellent state of preservation and historians believe it holds the key to developments in shipbuilding and Wales' international relations 550 years ago when Newport is known to have been a very
important mediaeval port.

The tanks that store the timbers.

This remarkable find has been internationally acclaimed and Charles Barker, Director of the prestigious
Mary Rose Trust has described it as "…probably more important than the Mary Rose...".

Timber removed from tank for closer inspection.

Speculative drawing based on known illustrations of
the period showing the likely profile of the ship.
Adapted by Owain T.P. Roberts froma drawing by
Bjorn Lundstrom © 2003

On 18th March COG visited the warehouse in Newport where the ship is now stored in 17 tanks of tap
water. We were given a very informative talk by one of the team of archeologists working to save the
ship. If the ship were left in the open air after being immersed in mud and water for 500 years then the
timber would dry out, warp and crack. We were told about the preservation plans – the tap water in the
tanks is soon to be replaced by a waxy chemical that will seep in to the wood to preserve it, a process
that will take 10 years. Fish eggs that have been caught in the wood and hatched are also in the process
of being removed! The ship had to be broken up in to 2000 pieces to remove it from the building site of its
discovery. All 2000 timbers are in the process of being scanned in to 3D computer images using state of
the art technology. These computer images will be used to make exact scaled model replicas allowing
the team to plan the best way to reassemble the boat in 10 years time, when the chemical preservation
process is complete . It’s thought the ship originally was in Newport for repairs but when these were
deemed too expensive the ship was left to rot and most items were removed. However we were shown
some artefacts that got missed when the ship was cleared – a shoe, coins and a helmet. Items like
these have enabled the archeologists to piece together some of the history of the boat that’s led them to
the conclusion it was constructed in Bayonne, South of France, in the 15th Century as a merchant ship. It
seems they were probably heading for Bristol but it was cheaper to offload cargo in Newport then go to
Bristol to collect cargo to take back.
Once the preservation process of the timbers is complete the plan is to display the ship in a purpose
built gallery.
Preservation of The Newport Ship is being funded mainly by the City Council with assistance from the
Welsh Assembly and the Heritage Lottery Fund. Open days are regularly organized, see the website –
www.thenewportship.com for details.

!!IT’S A RECORD!!
At the time of going to press the pre-entry number for
this year’s Three Peaks Trial is 482. A massive 50%
up on last year!

A Colour Version of ‘
The View’ is Available from the COG website
(web address below)

DO

You Have Any Photos From
Weekends etc, Articles,
Letters, Reviews of Trips, Etc. that
could be used in
future ‘VIEWS’? If the answer is ‘YES’
please Email them to

The View is published by Cardiff Outdoor Group 13 Gelligaer Gardens, Cathays, Cardiff, CF24 4LT.
Website: http://www.cardiffoutdoorgroup.org.uk E-mail: info@cardiffoutdoorgroup.org.uk
Photographs, including those in The View may be used on the COG website. Any member not wishing to appear should tell the editor.
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